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Overview

- Executive Agency, the conference’s co-organizer
- BPRC 2017
- Participants 
- Semantic analysis of the papers
- Bookmetrix
- Thematic areas



Study in Romania



Study in Romania

dinamic map of Romanian Universities

All features that you need
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The role of Universities in Smart 
Specialization Strategies



Technological RADAR

1 million technological news 

200+ on line platforms as primary 
sources of information

6000 “weak signals”

(NLP + human validation)

Obiective: 

Identification of emerging global 

technologies for supporting the



RADAR



Smart analytics
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https://www.facebook.com/NOSEitRADAR- Identifying the emergent technologies

https://www.facebook.com/NOSEit
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BrainMap represents a wide community of  actors involved in the Romanian research and 
innovation ecosystem.

BrainMap is undergoing a vast process of visual and conceptual updates and improvements, so
that it will integrate both the functions of the previous BrainMap platform and the social
features and friendly appearance and user experience of BrainRomania.

BrainMap



www.brainmap.ro

http://www.brainromania.ro/


Brainmap – skills clusterization

http://wordcloud.uefiscdi-direct.ro/
http://wordcloud.uefiscdi-direct.ro/
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What is ERRIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=10&v=w-TE1pGvOS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=10&v=w-TE1pGvOS0


http://erris.gov.ro



http://erris.gov.ro

 1384 research infrastructures;
 7406 research services;
 49 technological services;
 19633 equipments;
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General HE dictionary
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Bologna dedicated dictionary
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Bologna action lines
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The conference structure:

Fife thematic areas:

- Twenty years of Bologna and a decade for EHEA: what's next?

- Social Dimension in a quality oriented Higher Education;

- Higher Education Financing and Governance;

- Transparency tool-impact and future developments; 

- Bologna Process and the wider world of HE.
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A few key questions:

- How should European cooperation in the field of higher education and 
research look like in the future? What can we meaningfully pursue at the 
European level, which is relevant nationally and forward looking enough to 
maintain Europe as a trendsetter in international policy debates?

- What are the topics that seem to be of key interest for most EHEA countries, 
but also that seem to dominate the international discourse?

- How can the Bologna Process remain relevant, while securing and 
consolidating the success of the EHEA?

- What is the future of data collection and analysis in order to serve in 
informing an increasing array of stakeholders and decision makers in a 
succinct, yet comprehensive manner?



Thank you!
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